Combining
Multi-National
Tactical Knowledge
and Experience

To Win The War
Against
Terrorism and Crime

The 21st century has brought with it a wide range of security challenges. From the war against
international terrorism on all its fronts to the constant fight against the ever-evolving criminal
element of our society, now more than ever we find ourselves struggling to find appropriate
solutions without compromising our way of life. Fortunately there are those in the international
community who possess the necessary knowledge and skills to help us meet these challenges.
Global Assets TAC Group is a US-based company which brings together diverse multi-national
talents for the sole purpose of providing special operations training and security consulting.
Our associates include active-duty and retired military and law enforcement officers as well as
other professionals who are experts in their respective fields. We rely on their extensive “real
life” experiences to insure that all training and services provided derive strictly from operational
knowledge.
Global Assets places great emphasis and importance on our associates’ “real world” operational
experience. We strongly believe that only those who have field experiences in the subject matter
are qualified to provide our clients with the training and services they require.
In the world of counter-terrorism, one nation stands apart from all others due to its vast real world
knowledge. Israel’s long history of counter-terrorism operations has forced it into the leadership
position in this field. For this reason, the majority of our associates are veteran Israeli officers
from its military (IDF), law enforcement (Israeli National Police/ Border Patrol), and General
Security Service (Shin Bet) among others. Their unique expertise is unparalleled in the tactical
community and is in great demand worldwide. Some of our associates possess over 30 years of
continuous experience as active operators in the Israeli special operations community.
Global Assets is a one-of-a-kind company in that it possesses both US and Israeli resources
which truly complement each other. Our Israeli associates’ experiences combined with our
American associates’ knowledge of US laws, policies, and regulations, allow us to make
the necessary modifications to our services and assure their compliance with all respective
requirements.
Global Assets understands that our client’s objectives are intertwined with their responsibilities
and obligations to the people whom they serve. Our mission is to provide real solutions which
have repeatedly proven effective in varied situations and environments throughout the world.
We insure that the content of all of our training and services is current, constantly updated, and
conforms to all respected laws, regulations, and policies through constant oversight and input by
our members who are active in their fields.
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GLOBAL ASSETS TAC GROUP

MISSION STATEMENT
At Global Assets TAC Group we recognize that no one person, organization, or country has
the ultimate solution to our intelligence, tactical, and security needs. We strongly believe that
in order to provide the most effective and reliable services we must bring in those persons
from throughout the globe who are truly experts in their respective fields and assets to their
nations.
We don’t wish to “reinvent the wheel” or to take credit for skills which have been created
and perfected through the blood and sweat of our fellow operators. The only modifications
we make are for the sole purpose of conforming skills and tactics to the laws, policies, and
special needs of our individual clients.
By integrating this worldwide knowledge and experience and then passing it on to an
array of government agencies, we wish to advance the overall knowledge and capability of
every level of our nation’s forces. In doing so, we hope to achieve our ultimate missions:
contributing to the safety and security of our nation as well as to its overall success in the
global war against terrorism.
GLOBAL ASSETS OPERATES UNDER THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES:

1. All training and services will be provided by only those persons who have actual “real
life” operational experience dealing with the subject matter.
2. All curricula and data bases are routinely updated to assure that we keep up with our
ever-changing world and provide our clients with the most current tools to successfully
achieve their objectives.
3. All training pertaining to military and law enforcement tactics is restricted to military,
federal and local law enforcement, DOD, and other government agencies.
**Global Assets does provide some services to the civilian market but only under strict
guidelines and on a case-by-case basis.
(Contact us regarding our civilian market guidelines)
4. Due to the sensitive nature of the training we provide, and in consideration of the past
experiences of our instructors, Global Assets practices strict discretion in every aspect of
our business. We protect our instructors’ personal information, and recognize the need
for privacy in regard to the identity and information of our clients.

Our Goals Are:
To provide our clients with only the most updated and reliable
methods of operation which have been developed and tested in the
ultimate proving grounds, the “real world.”
To assist our clients to develop effective solutions to their training,
operations, and security challenges.
To share our worldwide tactical and security experience, thereby
effectively bypassing the trial-and-error process for our clients and
ensuring their success.
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CONSULTING SERVICES
Global Assets TAC Group personnel have provided a wide range of consulting services to clients
ranging from governmental bodies to private industries worldwide. Their valuable experience and
intimate knowledge of operational risk assessments have been the key factors in their ability to
successfully design security systems which fit the specific needs of each client.
Global Assets offers the following Security Consulting Services:

Assessment and Overall Audit of Current Security Systems
Complete Analysis and Prioritization of Vulnerabilities, Risks, and Threats
Structural Concerns pertaining to Access Control, Environmental Design, Blast Protection
and Deterrence, Protection/ Deterrence against Various Ballistic Threats
Implementation of Various Technological Counter-Measure Systems
Implementation of Vehicle and Personnel Security Protocols
Sensitive Information and Data Security
Emergency Response and Critical Incident Planning
Implementation and Training of Security Forces
Our prior clients have included:

Military, law enforcement, and government agencies
Financial institutes
Various energy-producing facilities (both government-run and privately-owned)
International and national sporting venues
Entertainment industries
Transportation companies
For further information please contact us.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Counter-Terrorism
Separate Law Enforcement and Military tracks are available which conform
to the specific guidelines and requirements of each respective entity.
Suicide Bomber- Detection, Deterrence, and Defeat
2 Day Lecture
5 Day Hands-on Course

These courses are designed to provide an in-depth understanding of the suicide bomber phenomenon.  Whether for
the sole operator and his team or for an entire agency, the course answers many questions pertaining to intelligence,
planning, proper response, use of force, department policies, and legal aspects.
The Hands-on Course is the first one of its kind in the US. It goes a step further by teaching the physical skills, proper
tactics, and other counter-measures to be implemented against this threat.  The course’s ultimate objective is to assist
law enforcement agencies in developing their own response and training protocols.    
Counter IED- Operational Awareness and Counter-Tactics
3 Day EOD Track
5 Day Operational Track

This class is the direct product of Israeli experience and expertise in combating and minimizing the threat of IEDs
to operational forces as well as to the civilian population.  The methods and tactics taught in this course have been
developed and perfected over many years through countless wartime combat and counter-terrorist operations.
The course is purposely divided into 2 separate tracks due to the dynamics and unique requirements of each
professional field. The first track, the EOD Track, targets the concerns and responsibilities of the EOD professional as
they pertain to identifying, handling, and neutralizing IEDs. The second track, the Operational Track, concentrates on
methods of detection, deterrence, and defeat of IEDs by special operations units (military and law enforcement) which
rely on surprise and speed to achieve their objectives.
SCTT- Israeli Specialized Counter-Terrorism Tactics for Special Operations
Units and SWAT Teams
  5 Day Intermediate Course
10 Day Advanced Course

This course combines over 30 years of Israeli counter-terrorism experience into one complete training regimen. It is
designed specifically for small specialized teams who are tasked with emergency response to critical incidents and
implementation of counter measures against terrorists.
The course teaches proactive counter-terrorism tactics as they relate to the planning, preparation, and execution of
HRT (hostage rescue), high risk building entry, vehicle takedowns, bus and plane assaults, “active shooter” incidents,
dynamic and slow methodical operations in IED/ booby-trapped environments, high risk suspect detention and
extraction in hostile environments, and other related missions.
Counter-Terrorism Risk Assessment
5 Day Course

Counter-Terrorism Risk Assessment training teaches, in detail, the methods by which Israeli security experts provide
counter-terrorism risk assessments to both the private and public sectors. In direct contrast to some risk assessment
methodologies which use complicated “risk equations” and intricate formulas to achieve their objectives, our
methodology relies on “real-world” experience. The material taught in this class is a direct product of our instructors’
30+ years of “real-life” field experience. They have provided these services to a wide array of clients worldwide
including assessment and security consulting for the 2000 PAN AM games, the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens
Greece, the Luxemburg National Bank, a Canadian nuclear power plant, and others.
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We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.

Event Planning- The Fundamentals of Planning Major Events and Critical
Response
5 Day Course

For years our instructors have been involved in the planning, training, developing, and implementing of security protocols and
critical response for a multitude of clients and venues.  From their advisory roles for countless government agencies to their
crucial role in the security success of the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens, Greece, our instructors have provided invaluable
services for both the public and private sectors.
This course is the product of years of “hands-on” experience successfully confronting the threat of terrorism to large events and
other venues. It is designed to accomplish one of two objectives: to either complement and improve an existing security and
crisis response plan or to develop and implement a new one. In either case, the emphasis remains on the“human factor” as the
primary solution with technological tools playing a secondary role.

Tactical Training
Separate Law Enforcement and Military tracks are available which conform
to the specific guidelines and requirements of each respective entity.
Vehicle Ambush- Surviving and Overcoming the Unexpected
4 Day Course

Unlike most classes which briefly touch on the complex issues of tactical maneuvers to and from vehicles, this class solely
concentrates on providing the correct tools for operating during these hazardous and unexpected encounters. The class
provides the operator with realistic information, proper physical skills, and above all, the correct combat mindset to not only
survive the encounter, but to win it.  
This Counter-Vehicle Ambush training differs from our Mobile Force Protection training in that it is designed around the needs
of a “lone operator” or a small contingency of operators. Such persons commonly work in vehicles which possess minimal or
no armor and do not possess heavy firepower or back-up/ reinforcement at their immediate disposal.
For these reasons our Counter-Vehicle Ambush training course concentrates on two main factors: counter-/ pre-emptive
tactics, and proactive responses to immediate threats. The operator will learn to use these factors to his/ her advantage while
recognizing inherent disadvantages and avoiding any actions which could place him/ her in an inferior position.
PSD/ VIP Protection Missions- Operational Doctrine for Small Units
  5 Day Intermediate Course
10 Day Advanced Course

In today’s world, most teams tasked with VIP missions consist of a small number of operators and usually do not possess the
high tech equipment commonly used by larger units such as the United States Secret Service. For these reasons and others,
the overall quality and ability of the team as well as that of the individual operator becomes the crucial factor in the successful
outcome of any critical incident.  
Global Assets has combined the real world experience of Israel’s security establishments with that of U.S. military and law
enforcement to create this one-of-a-kind course. Instead of learning or reviewing basic tactics, the operator and his/ her team
will be introduced to a concept which is mostly foreign in the U.S. This concept is best described as an operational doctrine for
small units.
For years this doctrine has been the standard by which all Israeli security personnel tasked with VIP missions are trained and
operate. In the past few years, it has been taught to selected law enforcement groups within the U.S. and has since been
adopted as their method of operation.  
This doctrine is not meant to replace, but rather to enhance the overall operational effectiveness of an existing team. Global
Assets instructors have also taught this doctrine to newly formed teams with great success.

We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Concealed Carry for Undercover Operations
2 Day Intermediate Course
4 Day Advanced Course

The crucial changes that must be made to all aspects of weapons handling, tactics, and operational mindset are an
inseparable part of changing out of the operator’s uniform and into plain clothes. Most operators, however, are never
taught the proper weapons skills, nor are they given the proper tools to train themselves or to develop the mindset
required to effectively work in an undercover capacity.
This course is specifically geared toward developing and instilling the correct weapons skills and combat mindset which
are instrumental for an undercover operator when faced with a deadly force encounter. It takes the basic fundamentals
of weapon safety, manipulation, and marksmanship and adjusts them to fit the needs of a concealed weapon carrier. It
then combines them with tactics and skills which are unique to this method of operation and instills the correct muscle
memory required for use under high stress conditions.
Small Arms Combat Doctrine

3 Day Intermediate Course
5 Day Advanced Course

This course takes small arms marksmanship, manipulation, and tactics to a new level. It combines U.S. weapons
tactics with those of the Israeli system of proactive fighting to create a practical combat doctrine. It applies to every
level of military and law enforcement from basic to special operations.
In the ever-changing environment of combat, an operator must possess more than just a basic understanding of his/
her weapon system and tactics. He/ she must understand the dynamics of combat and the crucial skills and traits
necessary to gain the upper hand and defeat the opponent.  
This combat doctrine has been developed in Israel during its many wars and countless operations against terrorists. It
has been perfected by Israeli Special Operations Units (both military and law enforcement) allowing them to dominate
the great majority of confrontations.  
By joining physical skills, empty hand, and weapon combat with the proper thought process and mental awareness this
course will change the operator’s reaction in combat from reactive to proactive. In cases where the operator is taken
by surprise or finds him/ herself in an inferior position, this valuable training will become the only thing which determines
whether he/ she survives and wins the confrontation.
Proactive Urban Combat- for Military Personnel
  5 Day Intermediate Course
10 Day Advanced Course

This course is specifically designed for military personnel operating in hostile urban environments. Its goal is to provide
the crucial knowledge and skills each operator and his team must possess to successfully accomplish their missions. Our
instructors are veteran IDF officers who have intimate knowledge and experience operating in this arena as well as training
members of special operations groups for urban combat.
Urban combat presents a difficult challenge which requires more than just shooting skills and general tactical knowledge.
This course offers its students a one-of-a-kind training experience which encompasses critical aspects of small unit
operations as they relate to the urban environment. This doctrine of operation is a product of real world experience which has
proven effective in countless confrontations.
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We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.

Armed Urban Confrontation- Urban Combat for Civilian Law Enforcement
3 Day Intermediate Course
5 Day Advanced Course

Much like their military counterparts, law enforcement officers must posses the knowledge and ability to respond effectively and
decisively in order to protect their lives and the lives of innocent civilians, all while quickly resolving the incident and successfully
neutralizing the threat. Law enforcement agencies however, are often limited by their equipment, their resources, and the methods by
which they are allowed to implement their tactics.  Their methods of resolving this type of incident are strictly guided by existing laws
and policies and are coupled with a high degree of liability.  
As a result of their extensive military and law enforcement experiences, our instructors have developed a training course which
adapts urban combat military tactics for use by law enforcement officers. These tactics are carefully modified to conform to all
the requirements and guidelines set forth by the civilian law enforcement community. Despite these adaptations, the course
maintains the basic fundamentals and crucial elements of urban combat which are necessary for officers to survive and win these
confrontations.
Surveillance/ Counter-Surveillance Tactics
3 Day Course

This Surveillance/ Counter-Surveillance training is designed to teach the crucial physical skills required by an individual
operator and his/ her team to successfully conduct and/ or detect proactive surveillance. It teaches aspects of both dynamic
and static surveillance as they pertain to long and short term missions, and covers in detail all aspects of vehicle and “on foot”
operations.
As with all of our courses, this surveillance training requires mostly hands-on practice to assure the proper transfer of
knowledge and skills to our students. It is taught by veteran law enforcement and/ or military operators who possess years of
operational experience conducting proactive surveillance in various missions and in high threat areas.
Road Block and Check Point Operations
3 Day Course

Roadblocks and checkpoints are a crucial part of any military or law enforcement security, screening, and/or interdiction operation.
Their effectiveness and overall efficiency relies greatly on proper planning, construction, and the assigned personnel.
This course details all aspects necessary for a successful Roadblock and Checkpoint Operation. The students will learn how to
properly define the objective, select the appropriate sight, configuration, and construction, and then to determine the placement of
personnel and related equipment. Furthermore, it teaches the “what and how” of efficiently and courteously manning such posts and
fulfilling their objectives without sacrificing the safety of personnel or innocent civilians.
Robot (Andros) Operations and Tactical Deployment
3 Day Course

For years the Andros and other robot platforms have been used primarily as EOD tools to handle and defuse suspicious/ explosive
devices. Although many law enforcement and military entities possess this expensive and versatile tool, very few acknowledge its full
potential as an operational combat platform.
This course teaches both the operational and tactical capabilities of Andros-type robots and is based on various field usages by
Israeli law enforcement and military groups. The students will learn how to apply this tool in the tactical environment and the methods
by which it is used to perform hazardous duties which otherwise must be accomplished by a human operator.
The objective of this course is to demonstrate the diverse uses of the robot and integrate it into the operational “tool bag” of a tactical
team. The robot can be an essential and life-saving tool which can significantly reduce and even eliminate unnecessary risk to
members of special operations teams.

We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Weapons and Empty Hand Training
Separate Law Enforcement and Military tracks are available which conform
to the specific guidelines and requirements of each respective entity.
M4/ Carbine Manipulation and Tactics
2 Day Intermediate Course
4 Day Advanced Course

SMG- Sub Machine Gun Manipulation and Tactics
2 Day Intermediate Course
4 Day Advanced Course

Shotgun Manipulation and Tactics
2 Day Intermediate Course
4 Day Advanced Course

Handgun Manipulation and Tactics
2 Day Intermediate Course
4 Day Advanced Course

Our small arms (M4, sub-gun, shotgun, and handgun) manipulation and tactics courses are a combination of the
American and Israeli styles of shooting. Our instructors have developed these courses which join the best of both
methods into one complete system.
What makes this system unique is its reliance on the basic human response to stressful combat situations (fight or
flight) to successfully implement all firearms fundamentals in confronting deadly force threats. This system abstains
from using unrealistic drills and “square range” mentality due to their inherent limitations and false conclusions.
Instead, it implements realistic conditions in which the operator commonly works or is more likely to encounter.
Although different from common firearms training, the course conforms to all basic firearms safety rules as well as
existing laws and policies regarding the use of deadly force. This effective and safe training regimen better prepares
the individual for the “real world” environment and challenges which he/ she must confront.
Kalashnikov (AK47 / 74) Maintenance, Manipulation, and Tactics
2 Day Intermediate Course
4 Day Advanced Course

This course is intended to familiarize operators with the maintenance, manipulation, and overall working of the AK
weapon system. It also concentrates on proper tactical use and deployment of the rifle under various conditions.
Whether the course is taught to military or law enforcement personnel, it is sure to elevate the student’s knowledge and
overall proficiency with AK type rifles.
Israeli Hand-to-Hand Tactics
3 Day Course

The hand-to-hand system known as Krav Maga was created specifically for use by Israeli military and law enforcement
groups. It is renowned for its simplicity, effectiveness under combat conditions, and for the ease with which it
is learned.  The most unique characteristics of this system are its pragmatic approach to real-life hand-to-hand
confrontations, and the mindset which the user develops as the system is mastered.  
The course’s objectives are not to teach the fundamentals of striking, joint manipulation, or other similar skills, but
instead to simplify and quicken the student’s response to various attacks, thereby assuring the ability to prevail.
The student will be instructed and drilled in the proactive and reactive fighting concepts which are universal to all nonsport disciplines. These concepts include, but are not limited to: combat orientation, simplicity of action, direct and
forward actions, management of emotional and physical stress, environmental awareness, and decision-making under
stress. As the student grasps these concepts, he/ she will be able to apply them to weapons tactics as well as to other
forms of defensive and/ or aggressive tactics.
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We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.

Close Quarters Hand-to-Hand Tactics
3 Day Course

This course addresses the challenges confronted by operators whose gear and protective equipment prevents them from
implementing traditional hand-to-hand tactics in close quarters encounters. In many cases, the weight and inflexibility of the
equipment limits the speed and maneuverability of the operator, thereby increasing the risk of failure and/ or injury.
The course teaches simple and effective hand-to-hand tactics intended for use by geared operators (law enforcement or
military) in closed space environments. Such tactics take into consideration weapon retention, limitation of movement, oneand two-operator scenarios, mission dynamics, and other factors.
Whether the equipment consists of a simple patrol belt or full assault/ entry gear, the student will be instructed and drilled in
effective response to a variety of encounters requiring the proper implementation of different levels of force.
Ground Combat

3 Day Intermediate Course
5 Day Advanced Course

This Ground Combat Training Course is specifically designed for law enforcement and military personnel. It is different from
other grappling courses in that it teaches skills which are designed for real life confrontations as opposed to those which are
designed for sport or competition. It is for this reason that the course is called “Ground Combat” and NOT “Ground Fighting.”
The instructors for this Ground Combat training are world renowned Brazilian Jiu Jitsu practitioners and professional trainers.
Both are recognized worldwide for their extraordinary physical skills and overall ranking in the grappling world. For the past
8 years, these two instructors have continuously trained some of the top professional MMA fighters in the international arena.
Three such fighters currently compete in the UFC, PRIDE, and K1 full-contact fighting organizations.
Edged Weapons Tactics
3 Day Course

Perhaps the most common tool carried today by law enforcement officers and soldiers alike is the knife. The knife will always
be an essential tool which can be used for a wide array of jobs varying from cutting materials to prying objects open, and it can
even replace some conventional tools. However, the knife’s primary design and purpose, regardless of its size or type, or if it
has a folding or a fixed blade, is as a weapon.
Edged Weapon Tactics teaches all aspects of this weapon’s manipulation, deployment, and maintenance. It is by far the most
complete training program designed around the realistic conditions and operational needs of field operators (law enforcement
and military).
This 3 day course is intended to take a student from the basic fundamentals to an advanced understanding and physical
proficiency with both folding and fixed blade weapons. Furthermore, it teaches counter- and defensive knife tactics and
emphasizes the knife as a primary or secondary means for proactive and/or reactive responses.

We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Transportation Security
Separate Law Enforcement and Military tracks are available which conform
to the specific guidelines and requirements of each respective entity.
Air Marshal - Armed Security Personnel on Commercial Aircraft
  5 Day Basic Course
10 Day Intermediate Course
15 Day Advanced Course

Since the early 1970’s, the commercial airline industry has been a favorite target for terrorist organizations worldwide.
Its vulnerabilities have been exploited and manipulated to terrorize entire populations and in some cases bring their
day-to-day operations to a halt. No country in the world has dealt with this threat longer and more successfully than
Israel.
Through many attacks and countless attempts on its airline industry, the Israeli Air Marshals and airline security
personnel have proven their effectiveness.  They have shown that, as a result of their training, they can provide an
immediate and effective response to protect both the lives of their passengers and the overall safety of the aircraft.  
This course is specifically geared toward the armed security personnel on board an aircraft. It provides the critical
skills as well as the unique mindset to maximize their effectiveness. Whether dealing with an irate passenger who may
become combative, or responding to a terrorist attack, an armed Marshal must be capable of accurately judging when
and how to respond and by what means.
Passenger Screening- for Airports, Train Stations, Bus Terminals, and
Leisure Cruise Liners
3 Day Course

Since its inception in 1948, EL AL, the Israeli national airline, has been regarded as the world leader in aviation security.
Despite its unique status as a desired terrorist target, EL AL has managed to successfully combat and deter this threat
by implementing unique and innovative security measures. To achieve optimal results, EL AL has always relied on its
greatest asset, its human resources.
Perhaps the most recognized and effective security measure employed by the airline is its passenger screening
process. In addition to the usual technological tools, EL AL depends heavily on the verbal investigative skills of its
staff to alert them to potential threats and specific warning signs found in their passengers. For nearly a half century,
this method has consistently proven successful and has been adopted by many airlines and other mass transportation
industries worldwide.  
This course is taught by retired EL AL security professionals who have years of “hands-on” experience dealing with all
aspects of security as well as training new employees in its various methods. It offers an in-depth look into the specific
methodology of passenger screening by verbal interaction. It also teaches various verbal skills and other investigative
tactics which allow the screener to differentiate between normal passengers and those who may present a threat.  
Mass Transportation Security

5 Day Facility Security Training (Airports, Train Stations, Bus Terminals, Ports)
4 Day Vehicle Security (Airplanes, Trains, Buses, and Watercraft)

The U.S. annually spends millions of dollars on all types of transportation security. In fact, the general public has come
to expect these expenditures, especially for new technology, training, and personnel. Israel, in direct contrast to the
US, lacks this “spending ability” and cannot afford to upgrade its equipment regularly, regardless of how effective that
equipment might be. For the past 35 years it has relied on specific methods of operation and the skill of its personnel
to provide solutions to its mass transportation security needs. Israel’s security personnel, who staff Israeli airline hubs
throughout the world, provide a consistent and reliable level of security while abiding by each hosting nation’s laws and
regulations. Its interior security outfits have proven their effectiveness time and again by preventing and/ or reducing
the effects of countless terrorist attacks on their national transportation systems.
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We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.

The fact is that the solution to terrorist threats begins and ends with the quality and efficiency of both the security system and
its personnel. In the case of mass transportation, the responsibility to provide the proper solutions lies equally with the facility
and with each individual company using that facility. Both entities must share the burden of providing adequate security and
each must complement the efforts of the other.
This course targets the overall planning and implementation of security systems for mass transportation facilities as well as for
each individual mode of transportation (airports and airplanes, railway stations and trains, etc.) It is not designed to change
or replace an existing system, but rather to enhance its capabilities and increase its effectiveness. In most cases, depending
upon the client, the course will concentrate on either facility security or security for the actual means of transportation.  
However, elements of each will always be presented, as this provides the client with a “complete picture” and better
understanding of overall security goals.

Specialized Training
Separate Law Enforcement and Military tracks are available which conform to
the specific guidelines and requirements of each respective entity.
Preparation for Middle East or Other Overseas Deployment
5 – 10 Day Course – Held in the US		
6 – 18 Day Course – Held in Israel

As the global war on terrorism continues, our nation’s resources are deployed to various countries throughout the world. The
focal point of the most recent deployments is the Middle East. Preparing these resources to effectively deploy, operate, and
succeed has proven difficult due to the lack of prolonged operational experience in this region.
This course is designed to provide a wide array of training targeting the specific requirements of military special operations,
security consultants, contractors, and other professionals who are deploying to the Middle East and/or other overseas
destinations. Global Assets has joined together various professionals with different backgrounds and expertise to create this
unique team of instructors who specialize in preparing various personnel for deploying, operating, and accomplishing their
missions abroad.
At Global Assets we understand that each deployment is unique and requires customized training to fit the target location,
individual experiences of the personnel, mission, objectives, etc. For these reasons we will adjust and/ or adapt our training to
fit the specialized needs of our clients.
Israeli Medical Experience and Expertise
Hospital Preparation for
Operational Assessment
Hospital Preparation for
Hospital Preparation for
Hospital Preparation for

MCIs (Mass Casualty Incidents)
of Hospitals/ Medical Facilities
Chemical and/ or Biological Attacks
Natural Disasters
Large Outbreaks of Infectious Disease

Terrorist attacks on civilian targets have sadly become a common occurrence in Israel. The various methods and devastating
tactics employed by the terrorists present serious challenges to each component of the medical community.  From emergency
care and life-saving procedures to the logistical concerns and reorganization necessary for each healthcare facility, the
Israeli medical community has been forced to develop solutions to combat these challenges while keeping their staff, and the
population as a whole, out of harm’s way.  The medical corps has also been able to use the lessons learned from coping with
wartime and terrorist situations to improve their response to other MCIs such as natural disasters and the large-scale outbreak
of infectious disease.
Global Assets provides several services which are specifically designed to introduce the medical professional to those solutions
which have proven effective under the worst of real-life conditions. They are taught by Israeli physicians who are boardcertified in their respective fields and by other medical personnel with intimate knowledge of the subject matter.
*Please contact us for more information regarding this training and related services.

We offer our clients customized training and consulting
conforming to their individual requirements and guidelines.
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GLOBAL ASSETS TAC GROUP

Hosting a Course
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Global Assets strives to provide cost-efficient mobile training to all of our clients. We understand that there
may be many budgetary and logistical difficulties to overcome, and we remain committed to customizing the
terms and conditions of each client’s desired training.
Hosting allows the client to benefit by:

- Eliminating student travel expenses (airfare, vehicle rental, other).
- Eliminating student per-diem/ cost-of-living allowance.
- Choosing the date and place best suited for the hosting party.
- Allowing other parties to join the training, thereby sharing the overall cost and logistical
  responsibilities.

The hosting party will be given at least 2 free spots when the minimum student requirement for the
course has been met.
Note:    Additional Free Spots will be provided depending upon the number of paying
students enrolled in the course.

The hosting party may choose to customize any portion of the training to best suit its individual needs.

General Terms for Hosting a Training Course
Global Assets will:
- Cover ALL expenses pertaining to instructor travel and per-diem allowance.
- Provide most audio/video equipment (computer, power-point projector, DVD player, etc…)
- Provide any training material which our instructor can safely bring and/ or ship to the training
  location.
The hosting party will:
- Provide the training locations.
- Provide any additional training materials which Global Assets cannot reasonably bring to the
  location.
Post Certification for selected courses is available on a case-by-case basis.
For additional information about hosting a course or other related matters,
please contact us by phone: 702-838-3002 or
visit our website at www.GlobalAssetsTACGroup.com
Global Assets remains committed to providing each client with the most up-to-date training material and
tactical expertise necessary to accomplish their goals.     
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